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ABSTRACT

This paper describes some problems and opportunities associated with conceptual modeling for the kind of "open systems" we foresee must and will be increasingly recognized as a central line of computer system development. Computer applications will be based on communication between sub-systems which will have been developed separately and independently. Some of the reasons for independent development are the following: competition, different goals and responsibilities, economics, and geographical distribution. We must deal with all the problems that arise from this conceptual disparity of sub-systems which have been independently developed. Sub-systems will be open-ended and incremental--undergoing continual evolution. There are no global objects. The only thing that all the various sub-systems hold in common is the ability to communicate with each other. In this paper we study Open Systems from the viewpoint of Message Passing Semantics, a research programme to explore issues in the semantics of communication in parallel systems such as negotiation, transaction management, problem solving, change, and self-knowledge.
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1. Introduction

A goal of conceptual modeling is to aid in the implementation of the next generation of computing systems by applying and unifying results from the fields of programming languages, data bases, and artificial intelligence. A central theme is to have the computer system "understand" not only the environment in which it will operate but the application as well. Our approach to conceptual modeling reflects the authors' views on the way computer systems are developing now and the ways we expect them to evolve. We expect that the standard use of computer applications will involve the interaction of subsystems which have been independently developed at disparate geographical locations [de Jong 80]. In part the lack stems from the fact that research on Open Systems is in its infancy in the basic contributing areas to conceptual modeling (viz., programming languages, data bases, and artificial intelligence). Unfortunately each of these contributing areas has for the most part simply tried to extrapolate the methodology and technology of a single computer system to Open Systems. These extrapolations are inadequate because they fail to treat central problems such as negotiation and self-knowledge. In this essay we discuss how message passing semantics applies to the conceptual modeling of Open Systems. In particular we discuss a number of technologies we are developing to address the problems of modeling Open Systems.

2. Open Systems

The kind of systems we envisage will be open-ended and incremental--undergoing continual evolution. In an open system it becomes very difficult to determine what objects exist at any point in time. For example a query might never finish looking for possible answers. A query to find a bargain priced used refrigerator in good condition would reference information stored in any of a number of personal and organizational computers. Enormous amounts of effort and time could be expended processing the query to find such a refrigerator, without being certain that the best buy has been located. Similarly if a system is asked to find all the telephone numbers of passengers who have ever made reservations on Pan American, it might have a hard time answering. It can give all the telephone numbers it has found so far, but there is no guarantee that another one can't be found by more diligent search. These examples illustrate how the "closed world assumption" is intrinsically contrary to the nature of Open Systems. We understand the "closed world assumption" to be that the information about the world being modeled is complete in the sense that all and only the relationships that can possibly hold among objects are those implied by the given information at hand (cf. [Reiter 82]). Systems based on the "closed world assumption" typically assume that they can find all the instances of a concept that exist by searching their local storage. In contrast we desire that subsystems be accountable for having evidence for their beliefs and be explicitly aware of the limits of their knowledge. At first glance it might seem that the closed world assumption, almost universal in the A.I. and database literature, is smart because it provides a ready default answer for any query. Unfortunately the default
answers provided become less realistic as the Open System increases in size.

Much of the communication in Open Systems needs to be on the basis of dissemination, which is the electronic analogue of publishing in a magazine or bulk mailed advertising. Once a piece of knowledge is disseminated, other knowledge in the system might be affected. When an airline guide is disseminated, travel plans can include the scheduled flights. When the guide is revised as of a certain date, some travel plans might use the old schedule, and some the new schedule. The distributed data base approach approach does not work very well in Open Systems because of issues of ownership and privacy. For example when a proprietary software system is distributed, the organization distributing the software cannot in general access the copy on the customers premises in order to make updates. Instead revisions and extensions must be disseminated for the customers to integrate into their own systems.

There are no global objects in Open Systems. The only thing that all the various subsystems hold in common is the ability to communicate with each other. We believe that negotiation will be a fundamentally important mode of communication in the operation of Open Systems. Similar concepts and capabilities will develop and evolve in many different locations in Open Systems. For example each bank will offer similar services that differ in detail from the services of its competitors. Systems will need to negotiate the terms and conditions of their transactions. Thus they must have a least a rudimentary language in common-- otherwise there would be no basis for negotiation.

Subsystems need to have self-knowledge in order to function effectively in Open Systems in order to understand its own abilities as well as the limits of its knowledge and power. As knowledge is added incrementally to a subsystem, it must relate the new knowledge to its existing knowledge. Any subsystem can have only partial knowledge of the overall system, and partial power to affect other subsystems. A travel agency has the power to make plane reservations but in general does not have the power to cancel flights. Means for distributed problem solving and negotiation are necessary to combine the knowledge and powers of various subsystems to accomplish application goals. Accommodating the above characteristics of Open Systems will be necessary in order for conceptual modeling to be relevant to the future.

A simple example will clarify some of the above points. The application is a vacation trip. The agents involved are a traveler, a travel agent, and a banker. To make the example more modern, the traveler is at home using a computer workstation to communicate with a travel agency and a bank. The trip will be planned interactively with extensive support from the computer systems. The people in the scenario have their own conceptual models which describe the objects they deal with, the organization and subsystems within which they work, and the applications they can perform. In general each conceptual model has been constructed independently of the others at different times and places. The personal computer system in the home must deal with many travel agents and many banks, each with its own view on how it should run its
own business. These business computer systems are geographically distributed. For the most part they run in a parallel non-stop mode, always ready to interact with their customers. They are united by their ability to communicate with each other. Each workstation user's knowledge is partial: the travel agent does not know about the traveler's dealings with the bank. Each agent's power is limited: the travel agent can arrange the trip, but will not finance it. The model changes with time: the travel agent keeps getting more information on travel possibilities and new trips are continually being planned. Each conceptual modeling system needs to have extensive self-knowledge of its own capabilities and partial knowledge about others: the travel agent uses its self-knowledge to help guide its interactions with customers.

3. Spectrum of Procedures

On the basis of the above discussion, we conclude that interaction with workstation users and negotiation with other systems necessitates the introduction and analysis of problem solving procedures into the conceptual modeling of Open Systems. Algorithmic procedures are ones for which definite properties (e.g. termination, certain outputs always produced, etc.) can be proven to hold (cf. [Lenat 82]). The stronger the proven properties, the more algorithmic the procedure. In contrast to algorithmic, the measure of coherence of procedures is the extent to which properties are known to hold. For example an organization may know that it is able to hire another employee even though it is unable to mathematically prove this. The stronger the known properties, the more coherent the procedure. In contrast, problem solving procedures are those about which fewer and weaker properties are known. Browsing procedures are even less defined and constrained than problem solving procedures. Managers browse through their organizations looking for problems, successes, and opportunities. New workers browse through their organizations becoming acquainted with the way the organization works. Thus we have a spectrum of possible procedures from browsing to problem solving to coherence to algorithmic:

\textbf{BROWSING} \textbf{PROBLEM SOLVING} \textbf{COHERENT} \textbf{ALGORITHMIC}

Workstation procedures can move both directions along this spectrum. A procedure can be moved in the direction from problem solving to greater coherence by mechanizing more cases, by modifications to ameliorate its shortcomings, etc. A procedure can move from coherence toward problem solving by unanticipated external changes which result in anomalous results, by the discovery that their range of applicability is not as great as previously believed, etc. Movement along the spectrum between browsing and algorithms should be one of the central concerns of the conceptual modeling of Open Systems.

Subsystems in Open Systems have only partial knowledge. The first time a conceptual modeling system encounters the notion of an airline reservation, it will have to be as a problem to be solved. On subsequent occasions when it recognizes a new similar problem, we would like the system to remember the principles
behind how it solved the previous problem and adapt the solution to the new circumstances. It would approach the new problem in a more algorithmic way--generating fewer unsuccessful goals. Open Systems must address the central issue of "coherence" of behavior, i.e. convergence in a set of negotiations [Brady 82]. Starting negotiations is only the beginning; we must develop mechanisms for bringing them to successful conclusions. [Davis, Smith 81]

4. Descriptions

We are developing Description Systems to model the relationship of objects in Open Systems [Hewitt, Attardi, Simi 80]. [Attardi, Simi 81]. We find it useful to make use of several different kinds of descriptions: atomic descriptions, instance descriptions, etc. For example, FRANCE is an atomic description and (a COUNTRY) an instance description. A user can hypothesize that the two descriptions are related using the following inheritance statement (where we underline key words having a special technical meaning):

\[(\text{FRANCE is (a COUNTRY)})\]

which states that FRANCE is a specialization of (a COUNTRY). The import of the above statement is that France inherits all the properties of a country.

Instance descriptions can be specialized using attributions. For example

\[(a \text{ COUNTRY (with CAPITAL PARIS))}\]

is a specialization of (a COUNTRY). The following expresses the statement that FRANCE is a COUNTRY with capital Paris:

\[(\text{FRANCE is (a COUNTRY (with CAPITAL PARIS))})\]

and hence France inherits all the properties of a country with capital Paris. Multiple partial incremental descriptions form the basis of expressing complicated relationships between objects. For example the system can subsequently be told

\[(\text{FRANCE is (a EURAIL-PASS-MEMBER)})\]

which says that France is a specialization of a Eurail Pass Member so that in addition France inherits all the properties of Eurail Pass Members. In this way later descriptions are related to earlier ones in a lattice structure.

Our goal is that Description Systems should facilitate the conceptual modeling of the objects and properties of Open Systems. Description Systems should be defined by a rigorous mathematical semantics [Attardi, Simi
81]. The "representation", "frame", "schema", etc. systems developed previously have suffered from a lack of mathematical semantics and from being based instead on sequential list-processing programming languages. Description Systems should have an epistemological basis that is compatible with the realities of Open Systems. Another goal is that Description Systems should be distributed over multiple computers and be able to operate in parallel, thus facilitating communication and sharing in Open Systems. Omega is designed to facilitate the incremental use for the partial description of Open Systems.

5. Actors

To build a conceptual modeling system for Open Systems, we need to develop a coherent understanding of the semantics of concurrent message passing systems. Message Passing Semantics is a research programme to explore issues in the semantics of communication in parallel systems such as negotiation, transaction management, problem solving, change, and self-knowledge. It builds on Actor Theory as a foundation for the conceptual modeling of Open Systems. This involves important aspects of parallelism and serialization beyond the sequential coroutine message passing developed in systems like Simula and SmallTalk.

An actor system is composed of abstract objects called actors. Actors are defined by their behavior when they accept communications. When a communication is accepted an actor can perform the following kinds of actions concurrently: make simple decisions, create new actors, transmit more communications to its own acquaintances as well as the acquaintances of the communication accepted, and change its behavior for the next message accepted (i.e. change its local state) subject to the constraints of certain laws [Hewitt, Baker 77]. These actions are illustrated in the diagram below which presents a partial description of what happened when the actor ACCOUNT 43 with a balance of $10 accepted a request to make a deposit with amount $2 for customer c2, and as a result created the actor $12, sent a Compilation report to c2, and became an account with balance $12:
(an Actor
  (with balance $10)
  (with behavior
    (a Behavior
      (with communicationAccepted
        (a Request
          (with message
            (a Deposit (with amount a))
            (with customer c))
          (with becomes
            (new Account (with balance ($10 + a))))
          (with sendTo
            (a ReplyTo
              (with target c)
              (with message (a Completion)))))))

  ACCEPTED
  V

(a Request
  (with message
    (a Deposit (with amount $2))
    (with customer c2)))

REPLIED-TO c2 (a Completion)

V

(an Actor
  (with balance $12)
  (with behavior
    (a Behavior
      (with communicationAccepted
        (a Request
          (with message
            (a Deposit (with amount a))
            (with customer c))
          (with becomes
            (new Account (with balance ($12 + a))))
          (with sendTo
            (a ReplyTo
              (with target c)
              (with message (a Completion)))))))

Figure 5-1: A Happening
Control structures such as the one above can be characterized in terms of patterns of message passing [Hewitt 77], [Kerns 80].

The Actor Model addresses the issues of secrecy, protection, and authentication as communication issues. Secrecy and protection are inherently built into actor systems since the only operation that can be performed is to send a communication. There is no way to force an actor to do anything or force it to divulge any information about itself. Authentication can be implemented using communication protocols that use encryption.

The modeling of shared resources is fundamental to Open Systems. In this section we discuss how Message Passing Semantics can help clear up some of the confusion that now surrounds the conceptual modeling of shared resources in Open Systems. Actor systems aim to provide a clean way to implement effects (not "side-effects" a pejorative term that has been used as a kind of curse by proponents of purely applicative programming in the lambda calculus). By an effect we mean a local state change in a shared actor which causes a change in behavior that is visible to other users. For example sending a deposit to an account shared by multiple users should have the effect of increasing the balance in the account.

6. Concurrent Systems

In this section we present a simple example which illustrates our approach to implementing shared resources in Open Systems. We would like to discuss the conceptual modeling of a \texttt{PersonalAccount} resource which is suitable for use by a growing collection of users in an Open System. To a given user, a shared \texttt{PersonalAccount} will exhibit indeterminacy in the balance depending on the deposits and withdrawals made by other users. The indeterminacy arises from the indeterminacy in the arrival order of messages at the \texttt{PersonalAccount}.

A \texttt{PersonalAccount} is an \texttt{Account} with a non-negative balance. A \texttt{PersonalAccount} inherits its balance attribute and message protocol for deposit and withdrawal messages from \texttt{Accounts in general}:

\[
\texttt{(a PersonalAccount) is (an Account (with balance (≥ 0)))}
\]

In addition to being an \texttt{Account}, a \texttt{PersonalAccount} is a \texttt{Possession} with owners a set of people:

\[
\texttt{(a PersonalAccount) is (a Possession (with owners (a Set (withEach element (a Person)))))}
\]

From the description of a \texttt{Possession}, each \texttt{PersonalAccount} inherits the owners attribute and the message protocols for ownership.
A PersonalAccount inherits attributes and behavior from both the description of an Account and the description of a Possession.

```
| (an Account |
| (with balance (an Amount))) |
```

```
| (a Possession |
| (with owners (a Set))) |
```

```
| (a PersonalAccount) |
```

Figure 6-1: Multiple Inheritance

Dealing with the issues raised by the possibility of being a specialization of more than one description has become known as the "Multiple Inheritance Problem". A number of approaches have been developed in the last few years including the following: [Weinreb, Moon 81], [Curry, Laer, Lipkie, Lee 82], [Borning, Ingalls 82], [Bobrow, Stefik 82] and [Borgida, Mylopoulos, Wong 82]. Our approach differs in that it builds on the theory of an underlying description system [Attardi, Simi 81] and in the fact that it is designed for a parallel message passing environment in contrast to the sequential coroutine object-oriented programming languages derived from Simula. Traditional properties of transactions (e.g. the all or nothing property) can be implemented by actors following the appropriate message protocols. These actors are called transaction managers. PersonalAccount actors could be implemented as specializations of transaction managers and thereby acquire the proper message protocol.

If an actor can change its local state, it is called a serialized actor. A serialized actor accepts only one message at a time for processing; it will not accept another message for processing until it has dealt with the one which it is processing in at least a preliminary fashion. All messages received when a serialized actor is processing a message are queued in order of arrival until they can be examined.

Below we present part of the implementation of PersonalAccounts. This implementation is written out in "parenthesized English" ([Kahn 79], [ROSH: 81], [Hewitt, Attardi, Simi 80], [Lieberman 81a], [Theriault 82]) which is gradually developing into a technical language. The underlined words have special technical meanings.
(Define action
  (new PersonalAccount (with (balance of Account) b)
   (with (owners of Possession) s))
  to have the following implementation:
  (create a new actor with the behavior that
   after acceptance, select one of the following handlers
   for the communication accepted:
   (If it is (query (balance of Account)) request,
    (reply b))
   (If it is (a Withdrawal (with Amount w)) request,
    (select one of the following cases for w:
     (If it is (less than or equal to b),
      (reply (a Completion Report)) as well as
      (become (new PersonalAccount
              (with (balance of Account) (b - w))))
     (If it is (greater than b),
      (complain (an Overdraft Complaint)))))
    (If it is (query (owners of Possession)) request,
     (reply s))
   ...)
  ...
)

At this point we would like to take note of several unusual aspects of the above implementation. By default, commands in the body of a procedure are executed concurrently. For example, in the communication handler for Withdrawal requests above, the following two commands are executed concurrently:

(reply (a Completion Report))
(become (new PersonalAccount (with Account Balance (b - w))))

The principle of maximizing concurrency is fundamental to the design of actor programming languages. It accounts for many of the differences with conventional languages based on communicating sequential processes. Another example of maximizing concurrency is that the processing of messages by a serialized actor can be pipelined. Serialized actors can be pipelined since processing on a subsequent message can commence once the become command has been executed since it designates the actor which will process the subsequent message. For example after accepting a Withdrawal message then executing the following become command

(become (new PersonalAccount (with Account Balance (b - w))))

a PersonalAccount can then concurrently accept an Account Balance query and reply with the Completion Report for the Withdrawal request.

An important special case occurs when an actor can never change its local state. Such an actor is called
unserialized and is treated specially so that conceptually it is able to process arbitrarily many messages at the same time. Actors such as the square root function and the text of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address are unserialized.

Another unusual aspect is that there are no assignment commands. Effects are implemented by an actor changing its own local state using a become command [Hewitt, Attardi, Lieberman 79]. We model change by actors which change their own local state. Our conceptual model of change contrasts with the usual computer science notion in which change is modeled by updating the state components of a universal global state [Milne, Strachey 76]. The absence of the existence of a well defined global state is a fundamental difference between the actor model and classical sequential models of computation (viz. [Turing 37], [Church 41], etc.) Actor systems can perform nondeterministic computations for which there is no equivalent nondeterministic Turing Machine [Clinger 81]. The nonequivalence points up the limitations of attempting to model parallel systems as nondeterministic sequential machines [Milne, Strachey 76]. Will Clinger has developed an elegant mathematical theory (called Actor Theory) which accounts for capabilities of actor systems which go beyond those of nondeterministic Turing Machines.

The limitations of the nondeterministic sequential model have practical consequences in terms of the properties we can prove about useful concurrent systems. Within the Actor Model [Hewitt, Attardi, Lieberman 79] we can prove that the implementation of PersonalAccount given above will respond to each message which is sent to it. This property (called guarantee of response for messages sent) cannot be proved in the nondeterministic choice model. Guarantee of response is our generalization of the notion of “termination” for sequential programming. Some models of concurrency require that a shared checking account be implemented as a “process” which must “terminate”. In contrast we desire that the checking account be able to continue to process messages indefinitely far into the future. Current models of communicating sequential processes which require that every process (e.g. a checking account) terminate are not applicable to Open Systems. Suppose we are attempting to withdraw money from a PersonalAccount which we share with others. In the nondeterministic choice model [Hoare 78] the oracle (malicious demon) might always choose to have the PersonalAccount accept a message from someone else and never choose to have it accept the message we sent. Note that we regard this as an issue of conceptual modeling as opposed to an issue of implementation. Implementors of CSP might choose to implement it in such a way that a PersonalAccount written in CSP has the property that it always responds to messages which it is sent. Even so within the nondeterministic choice model, it will not be possible to prove that the PersonalAccount has the property. The above example demonstrates how modeling indeterminancy in terms of the Actor Model as opposed to using nondeterministic choice (the malicious demon model) has important consequences for the ability to derive results about the behavior of Open Systems.
Concurrency in Open Systems stems from the parallel operation of an incrementally growing number of multiple, independent, communicating sites. Sites can join an Open system in the course of its normal operation—sometimes even affecting the results of computations initiated before they joined. Actor Theory has been designed to accurately model the computational properties of Open Systems. It is a consequence of the Actor Model that purely functional programming languages based on the lambda calculus cannot implement shared accounts in Open Systems. The technique promoted by Strachey and Milne [Milne, Strachey 76] for simulating some kinds of parallelism in the lambda calculus using continuations does not apply to Open Systems. The lambda calculus simulation is sequential whereas Open Systems are inherently parallel. Concurrency in the lambda calculus stems from the concurrent reduction/evaluation of various parts of a single lambda expression with an environment which is fixed when the lambda expression is created. In Open Systems independent sites can incrementally spawn ongoing computations so that the environment of a computation is not fixed when a computation is begun.

Therefore we take issue with the common thesis that the primary advantage of applicative programming is referential transparency (i.e. the absence of effects). Rather the primary advantage of applicative programming is the attractive way in which actions and the results of actions can be composed. We [Hewitt, Attardi, Lieberman 79] have extended the applicative style of programming and its elegant proof theory [Scott 72] to a more general programming methodology capable of causing and describing effects (such as updating the balance of a shared account) which cannot be implemented in the lambda calculus for an Open System.

The object-oriented programming languages (e.g. [Birtwistle, Dahl, Myhrhaug, Nygaard 73], [Liskov, Snyder, Atkinson, Schaffert 77], [Shaw, Wulf, London 77], and [Ichbiah 80]) are built out of objects (sometimes called “data abstractions”) which are completely separate from the procedures in the language. Similarly the lambda calculus programming languages (e.g. [McCarthy 62], [Landin 65], [Friedman, Wise 76], [Backus 78], and [Steele, Sussman 78]) are built on functions and data structures (viz. lists, arrays, etc.) which are separate. SmallTalk [Ingalls 78] is somewhat a special case since it simplified Simula by leaving out the procedures entirely, i.e. it has only classes. The Simula-like languages provide effective support for coroutines but not for concurrency. In contrast the Actor Model is designed to aid in conceptual modeling of shared objects in a highly parallel open systems. Actors serve to provide a unified conceptual basis for functions, data structures, classes, suspensions, futures, procedure invocations, exception handlers, objects, procedures, processes, etc. in all of the above programming languages [Baker, Hewitt 77], [Lieberman 81b], [Hewitt, Attardi, Lieberman 79]. For example sending a request communication generalizes the traditional procedure invocation mechanism which requires that control return to the point of invocation. A request communication contains the mail address of a customer to which the response to the request should be sent as well as the message specifying the task to be performed. In this way, exception handlers [Liskov, Snyder, Atkinson, Schaffert 77], [Ichbiah 80] and co-routines [Birtwistle, Dahl, Myhrhaug, Nygaard 73] are
conveniently unified with other more general control structures. The Actor Model unifies the conceptual basis of the lambda calculus and the object-oriented schools of programming languages—being mathematically defined, it is independent of all programming languages.

*We conjecture that actors (unlike lambda expressions, etc.) are the universal objects of concurrent systems and that they can serve as a efficient interface between the hardware and software. Actors provide an absolute conceptual interface between the software and hardware of parallel computer systems. The function of the hardware is to efficiently implement the primitive actors and the ability to communicate in parallel. Software systems in turn can be implemented in terms of actors completely independently of the hardware configuration. A system consisting of multiple processors -- called the APIARY -- is being developed to use the inherent parallelism of actor systems to increase the speed of computation [Hewitt 80].*

7. Hypothesis Formation

A Sprite is an actor attached to a description in a description network to process disseminated messages [Kornfeld, Hewitt 81], [Kornfeld 82], [Barber 82]. Sprites are used in problem solving to reason about hypotheses and goals. Each Sprite has access to the material disseminated in a single description network -- which can be distributed over many computers. The Principle of Commutativity [Kornfeld, Hewitt 81] is fundamental to the Scientific Community Metaphor which provides the rationale for sprites. By this principle, a sprite S that is applicable to a message M will read the message regardless of whether the sprite is created first and then the message M is disseminated or the message M is disseminated and then S created. The Principle of Commutativity reflects the norm of scientific communities that a scientist should read the literature relevant to the problem it is working on regardless of whether the literature was published before it commenced working on the problem, or the literature was published afterward.

Hypothesis formation is an important reasoning activity that can be performed by sprites. For example, from the hypothesis that Mike uses his credit card properly in 1955, we would like to be able to hypothesize that Mike uses his credit card properly in 1956. For example reasoning about Mike's use of his credit card can easily be performed by the following Sprite which behaves as follows: when an hypothesis that Mike uses his credit properly in 1955 is disseminated then disseminate the hypothesis that he uses it properly in 1956.

```
(when (hypothesis (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955) do
   (hypothesize (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956)))
```

*Figure 7-1: A Simple Sprite*

Note that the reasoning used by the above Sprite is not isomorphic with the first order logic inference rules for the following implication:
(USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955) implies (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956)

The bug in the above implication manifests itself under the circumstance in which Mike doesn't use his credit card properly in 1956 even though he did use it properly in 1955. Using the rules of first order logic from (not (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956)) and the above implication we can logically infer (not (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955)) which is a mistake.

The above example illustrates the Contrapositive Bug in first order logic. The Contrapositive Bug is the inability to do hypothesis formation in a first order logic theory. It occurs whenever we wish to infer an hypothesis H2 from an hypothesis H1 recognizing full well that the negation of H2 does not move us to infer the negation of H1.

We will demonstrate that the Contrapositive Bug is a consequence of the truth-theoretic [Tarski 44] semantics that underlie first order logic. In truth-theoretic semantics, the meaning of a sentence is determined by the models which make it true. For example the disjunction of two sentences is true exactly when neither of its disjuncts is false. Our goal is to prove that if the hypothesis (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956) can be validly derived from (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955) in first order logic from the sentences S, then (not (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956)) can be validly derived from (not (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955)). By the Completeness and Deduction Theorems for first order logic, a deduction is valid only if it is true in every model. It follows that in every model of S, (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956) is true if (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955) is true. One of the fundamental tenets of truth-theoretic semantics is that in a given model, a sentence is either true or false. Therefore (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1955) must be false in every model of S in which (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1956) is false. The above example shows how the Contrapositive Bug is a consequence of the truth-theoretic semantics on which first order logic is based.

Other limitations of truth-theoretic semantics as a foundation for reasoning are discussed in the sections below.

8. Due Process

Due Process is the problem solving method of gathering evidence in parallel from parties affected by an issue, weighing the evidence, and then making a decision. Understanding Due Process Reasoning is central to modeling the reasoning processes that go on in Open Systems.

In this section we consider a concrete example of Due Process reasoning. Note that the hypothesis that Mike didn't use his credit card properly before 1984 is evidence for the hypothesis that he will not use his
credit card properly in 1984. This reasoning is expressed by the sprite below:

\[
\text{when (hypothesis ((not (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984)) and (y PRECEDES 1984))) do}
\text{(hypothesize (not (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984)))}
\]

Using Due Process reasoning, a goal cannot be established by looking for evidence only in favor of the goal. In order to decide whether or not Mike uses his credit card properly in 1984, proponent activities must be established to gather evidence in favor and skeptics to gather evidence against [Kornfeld, Hewitt 81]. The resources devoted to gathering evidence should be appropriate for importance and urgency of the issue being addressed. The evidence is then weighed and if possible a decision is made. For example suppose that we have information that Mike did not use his credit card properly in 1975 but that he did use it properly in both 1982 and 1983. Then the Sprite given above together with the following:

\[
\text{when (hypothesis (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1983) do (hypothesize (USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984)))}
\]

can be invoked in parallel to produce evidence both for and against the hypothesis that Mike uses his card properly in 1984. Having used it properly in 1982 is evidence in favor of using it properly in 1984 whereas not having used it properly in 1975 is evidence against. Due Process can be implemented by Sprites which have been programmed to weigh conflicting evidence. They can use the hypothesis that a card will be used properly in a year if it has been used properly in recent previous years, even though it was used improperly in the distant past.

The following first order sentences which attempt to summarize the situation we are describing are inconsistent:

\[
\]

**Figure 8-1:** An Inconsistent Description

By the rules of first order logic, from the above inconsistency any arbitrary conclusion can be drawn no matter how ridiculous. The above example illustrates the Inconsistency Bug in first order logic. The Inconsistency Bug is in the inability of a first order logic theory to deal rationally with inconsistent descriptions. It occurs whenever an inconsistent set of axioms is used to derive a theorem which is unsound because the
proof depends in an essential way on the contradictions in the axioms. Like the Contrapositive Bug, the Inconsistency Bug is a consequence of the truth-theoretic semantics that underlie first order logic. Truth-theoretic semantics takes the meaning of a set of sentences to be the set of all models which satisfy the sentences. An inconsistent set of sentences is meaningless because there are no models which satisfy the set.

The history of physics is replete with examples mathematical models which turned out to be contradictory by the derivation of a paradox deep in the middle of a calculation. Even mathematics is not immune to the phenomena of theorems being lost after the underlying theory has been shown to be contradictory. The proofs of such theorems depended on a contradictory axiomatization in some fundamental way [Lakatos 76] and thus the theorems had not been solidly established even though they had been proved. We conjecture that any set of axioms that purports to describe the expert knowledge of a complicated, real system (viz. human kidneys, the Japanese economy, the US Supreme Court, etc.) will be inconsistent. From this we conclude that the Inconsistency Bug poses an important problem to the use of first order logic reasoning [Hewitt 75], [diSessa 77], [Minsky 75].

The existence of bugs has not gone unnoticed by advocates of the use of first order logic for the mechanization of reasoning. Some advocates of first order logic concerned with the problems discussed above are attempting to use multiple first order logical theories and their meta-theories (viz. [McCarthy 80], [Weyhrauch 80], [Hayes 77], [Moore 82], etc.) One of the approaches is called circumscription. Instead of using a simple implication like the one below

\[(\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1983}) \implies (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984})\]

to express hypothesis formation, the implication below is used instead:

\[((\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1983}) \text{ and } \text{ASSUMPTION-1}) \implies \text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984})\]

The hypothesis \text{ASSUMPTION-1} is to be taken to be true unless its negation can be proved from the other axioms. Ray Reiter pointed out to us that circumscription presently formulated does not deal at all well with the problem of inconsistent evidence. In the example of Due Process presented above, we would like to be able to hypothesize that Mike uses his credit card properly in 1984 because he used it properly in the previous couple of years. Since the description is inconsistent, (not \text{ASSUMPTION-1}) is provable and therefore (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984}) cannot be inferred from (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1983}).

The development of logic systems to cope with the problems discussed above is currently in a state of rapid flux. Other researchers are investigating the use of higher order logics, modal logics, intuitionistic logics, etc. None of the above modifications to logic address what we consider to be the fundamental limitation of logic:
Mathematical reasoning [De Millo, Lipton, Perlis 79] as well as reasoning about the world is a social process which inherently requires communication among the parties involved. None of the above extensions to logic make provision for the kind of communication required. We conjecture that it is impossible to implement Due Process Reasoning for Open Systems in first order logic because it lacks the necessary communication capabilities. Due Process inherently involves being open to outside communications, even those put forth by parties which joined the Open System after the issue being acted upon was first posed.

Due Process is central to the operation of most community decision making (viz. trial courts, legislatures, appeal courts, regulatory agencies, scientific communities, etc). We must address the problem of making computer systems apply Due Process with something approaching the subtlety and sophistication of human communities. Achieving this goal will require further advances in anthropomorphic programming which is the design of computer systems on the basis of the same principles used by human communities. Anthropomorphic programming is the soundest programming methodology currently available and is also the one which shows the greatest promise for future growth. [Hewitt 69], [Kay, Goldberg 77], [Hewitt 77], [Kornfeld, Hewitt 81] An excellent discussion of many of the issues addressed by anthropomorphic programming is contained in [Booth, Gentleman 82]. Anthropomorphic programming is a powerful tool with which to further the implementation of Due Process Reasoning.

9. Message Passing Semantics

Message Passing Semantics takes a different perspective on the meaning of a sentence from that of truth-theoretic semantics. In truth-theoretic semantics, the meaning of a sentence is determined by the models which make it true. For example the conjunction of two sentences is true exactly when both of its conjuncts are true. In contrast Message Passing Semantics takes the meaning of a message to be the effect it has on the subsequent behavior of the system. In other words the meaning of a message is determined by how it affects the recipients. Each partial meaning of a message is constructed by a recipient in terms of how it is processed (c.f. [Reddy 79]). The meaning of a message is open ended and unfolds indefinitely far into the future as other recipients process the message.

At a deep level, understanding always involves categorization, which is a function of interactional (rather than inherent) properties and the perspective of individual viewpoints. Message Passing Semantics differs radically from truth-theoretic semantics which assumes that it is possible to give an account of truth in itself, free of interactional issues, and that the theory of meaning will be based on such a theory of truth [Lakoff, Johnson 80].

An important limitation of truth-theoretic semantics is that although it accounts for some reasoning about hypotheses, it does not account for goals. Goals are not the kind of object that can meaningfully be said to be
either true or false. The distinction between hypothesis invoked (i.e. sprites of the form 
\[\text{when} \ (\text{hypothesis} \ ... \ ...) \ \text{do}\]
\[\text{hypothesize} \ (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1983})\])

\[\text{do}\]
\[\text{hypothesize} \ (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984})\])

\text{Figure 9-1}: An Hypothesis-invoked Sprite

From the above sprite we can derive the following:

\[\text{when} \ (\text{goal} \ (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1984})) \ \text{do}\]
\[\text{show} \ (\text{USE-PROPERLY MIKE 1983}))\]

\text{Figure 9-2}: A Goal-invoked Sprite

When the above sprite is invoked with the goal that Mike uses his card properly in 1984, it disseminates the subgoal that he uses his card properly in 1983. The sprite shown below shows how the goal-invoked sprite can be derived from the hypothesis-invoked sprite:

\[\text{when}\]
\[\text{hypothesis}\]
\[\text{when} \ (\text{hypothesis \ antecedent}) \ \text{do}\]
\[\text{hypothesize \ consequent})\]
\[\text{do}\]
\[\text{hypothesize}\]
\[\text{when} \ (\text{goal \ consequent}) \ \text{do}\]
\[\text{show \ antecedent})\)]

Making the distinction between hypothesis-invoked and goal-invoked reasoning as a key component of a language for problem solving was proposed by [Hewitt 69] and implemented by [Sussman, Winograd, Charniak 70] which built on earlier work by Minsky and Papert as well as Newell, Shaw, and Simon [Newell 62]. The separation of hypotheses and goals and explicitly reasoning about both is an important advantage of process-based reasoning over truth-theoretic based reasoning (cf. [Hewitt 75], [de Kleer, Doyle, Steele, Sussman 77]). Winograd made excellent use of this work [Winograd 71] and further developed these ideas [Winograd 80]. The rules for sprites [Kornfeld, Hewitt 81] extend this work to Open Systems.

Sprites can perform logical inferences in contexts where this is appropriate. For example the following sprite
will concurrently hypothesize individual sentences (call them `sentence1` and `sentence2`) whenever the conjunction (`and sentence1 sentence2`) is hypothesized.

One of the most challenging problems in the conceptual modeling of Open Systems is sorting out the relationship between doing and describing. The distinction between doing and describing is well illustrated by office work in large corporations. Policies and procedures manuals, memos, guidelines, etc. provide a description whereas the office workers themselves perform the work as practical action [Suchman 79]. Currently the discrepancies between the available descriptions and the realities of the actual work are huge [Wynn 79]. Modern office work is learned mainly by apprenticeship.

The distinction between doing and describing is different from the usual distinction made in the Artificial Intelligence literature [McCarthy, Hayes 69][Hayes 77] between the epistemological adequacy of a system (its accuracy with respect to truth-theoretic semantics [Tarski 44]) and the heuristic adequacy (the efficiency of its inferential procedures in proving theorems). Thus the distinction between epistemological adequacy and heuristic adequacy is founded on the basis of truth-theoretic semantics. A simple example can help clarify the distinction. An epistemologically adequate theory of bicycle riding gives an accurate description of the physics of how a bicycle works. An heuristically adequate system can derive theorems in the theory of bicycle riding fast enough for some purpose. Both kinds of adequacy are concerned with the description of bicycle riding: the former with its accuracy; the latter with the efficiency with which the description can be used to answer questions. Neither kind of adequacy accomplishes riding a bicycle from Boston to Lexington. That is, describing a future 1987 bicycle ride from Boston to Lexington in arbitrarily fine detail will not cause it to actually happen. *Message Passing Semantics deals coherently with both doing and describing whereas truth-theoretic semantics only addresses some of the issues of describing.*

10. Self-Reference, Self-Knowledge, and Self-Development

Self-reference, self-knowledge, and self-development will be important capabilities for the effective utilization of Open Systems. Therefore understanding these capabilities is central to the conceptual modeling of Open Systems. Unfortunately the analysis of the communication semantics of these capabilities is still quite rudimentary. However we feel that the prospects for deeper analysis are excellent. Note that both negotiation and Due Process are inherently self-referential activities in which reference and appeal to the nature of the ongoing process is often made from within.
Many of the advantages of self-reference stem from the ability to analyze the meaning of past communications. Such an analysis can indicate that the system is in a rut or alternatively that it is making good progress toward some goal. Analysis of recent communications can provide valuable information as to how certain negotiations are proceeding. Historical analysis provides leverage by giving a subsystem a handle on the semantics of the communications between itself and the external environment. In general, knowledge of the nature of this interaction cannot be derived solely from general theories independently of the historical context.

Of course the ability of a subsystem to abstractly analyze its own mechanisms is also important. Indeed this ability is essential in order to effectively support users in their problem solving activities. When a subsystem runs into difficulty attempting to carry out a task, it needs extensive knowledge of what it is doing and why in order to interact effectively with others to overcome the difficulties.

Additional leverage is provided by the capability for a subsystem to have explicit knowledge of its own goals. Such knowledge enables a system to relate its goals to one another so that in some cases it can detect partial conflicts and overlaps. In addition it can aid in focusing effort by providing information which can potentially be used to help judge whether or not it is spreading its resources too thin.

11. Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed a number of issues we are addressing in the conceptual modeling of Open Systems. Open Systems are distributed, highly parallel, incrementally evolving, computer systems that are in continuous operation always capable of further growth. The actors in Open Systems must cope with incomplete knowledge and power. In order to function more effectively, the need to be able to negotiate with each other, perform problem solving using Due Process reasoning, and have a good deal of self-knowledge.

Together with our colleagues, we have implemented many separate systems to deal with different aspects of the issues involved: Act 1 [Lieberman 81a], Omega [Barber 82], Ether [Kornfeld 82], SBA [Byrd, Smith, de Jong 82], etc. Currently the Message Passing Semantics Group is constructing a system which unifies these technologies to support the conceptual modeling of Open Systems. Message Passing Semantics is in an active research phase. The examples presented in this paper represent our current thoughts on what is needed, rather than our final views. Clearly a great deal of study still needs to be performed on difficult issues in the conceptual modeling of Open Systems which have been only touched upon in this paper (such as negotiation, transaction management, problem solving, change, and self-knowledge).
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